YOUR MEDICAL IMAGING CLOUD

EBOOK

Launching Research
Initiatives in the Cloud

Introduction
The 21st Century Cures Act emphasizes a renewed focus on using real world data to power the decisions

The 21st Century Cures Act
restricting the ability to share information outside of their platforms. While progress remains to be
towards greater interoperability.

process is dangerously error-prone and often delays progress in trials due to the slow input of data.

medical images.

establish strategies for gathering real-world
successfully. The data can then be securely
additional processing for the acceleration of

that will be made along the way.
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Why Cloud?
ELIMINATE RISK WITH ANONYMIZED STUDY HANDLING

LAUNCH NEW RESEARCH PROJECTS QUICKLY

CLOUD MEDICAL IMAGE VIEWING

calculations.

SCALABLE ARCHIVING AND SIMPLIFIED MIGRATIONS
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Key Features
AMBRA G ATE W AY

D A T A M A NIP U L A T IO N

D A T A V A L ID A T ION
Validate data using most method-

data during the migration using
such tools as Dictionaries and tag
morphing.

DRIVE CONNECTIVITY TO AI

+

through billions of images and studies. Ambra also

medical information from unstructured reports.
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Ambra Research for Academic Medical Centers

Data Intake

Data Clean-Up
Allow outside sites to submit imaging using a
manual and automatic anonymization tools:
Anonymize…

Data Analysis

Storage & Support
imaging-related research data

data sets to third
party systems.

award-winning team.

retention rules.
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CASE STUDY:

"The Ambra cloud research PACS enables us to
integrate our imaging research in a way that wasn't
possible before."
ACHALA VAGAL, MD, MS

OVERVIEW
research institution.
completed and ongoing
and international studies.
Needed a streamlined system

KEY METRICS

Anonymization Time

3-5X

5 GATEWAYS

and sharing the data with
other research collaborators.
CHALLENGES

SUMMARY

SOLUTION
multiple modes of secure upload.
shared within and across
These gateways are easy to
customized according to the
needs of the study.
experience for physicians
including central readers.
at their facility.
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NEW AUTOMATIC WORKFLOW
This is a large study with multiple clinical imaging
a lightweight piece of software called a gateway
was installed to automatically send imaging from

automate sending of patient imaging from facilities
in the area that are participating in this study.
OVERCOMING UNIQUE
ANONYMIZATION CHALLENGES

research trials. The facility can now customize

that has been going on for many decades. The
parent study had all the clinical data that needed
to be lined up with the imaging data from the study
that was setup using Ambra. Ambra needed to

enable studies to be routed to end destinations
would allow lining up with the clinical data as

that allowed seamless integration from multiple
interpretation.
of radiological data that can be later exported and
SUCCESS ACROSS TRIALS

Ambra’s engineering team was able to
setup an infrastructure and customize a
complicated study.”
VIVEK KHANDWALA PHD

demographic data to build prediction models of
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Ambra Research for Clinical Research Organizations
Data Intake

report data using web-based upload tools.

Data Clean-Up
using manual and automatic tools.

Automate and enhance quality control

Data Analysis

Storage & Support

storage options and data
access to study sponsors.

imaging in the cloud with
and migration tools.

award-winning team.

About Ambra Health

what the Ambra medical imaging cloud can do for you at ambrahealth.com.
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